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La Mesa first to OK taping of patrol car stops  
Mark Arner STAFF WRITER   
Published: March 12, 1997 
The City Council has decided to spend more than $160,000 to start videotaping all stops by La Mesa 
police patrol cars.  
The 4-0 decision yesterday will make La Mesa the first law enforcement agency in the county to start 
videotaping all patrol car stops and to require at least audio taping of all police-citizen contacts. 
As part of the decision yesterday, the council has decided to buy audio-tape recorders for its 60 full-time 
police officers and reserve officers. It was unclear yesterday how long it would take to buy the recording 
equipment needed to begin the mandatory taping, but during a break in the meeting Councilman Jay 
LaSuer said he wanted it to start as soon as possible. 
The decision follows a study by Police Chief Walt Mitchell that estimated it would cost $163,670 during 
the next two years to purchase audio and video equipment needed to tape all police-citizen contacts. 
The council ordered the study from Mitchell in December following a complaint that a La Mesa patrol 
officer scolded a female motorist for not pulling over promptly late at night. Mayor Art Madrid initiated that 
discussion, saying that taping of all police-dispatcher conversations with citizens has helped show that 
several complaints were unfounded. 
During a lengthy discussion yesterday, Madrid initially suggested spending $34,800 to buy audio 
recorders for all officers and to require taping of all citizen contacts, and to buy video recorders "later on." 
"We cannot put a dollar value on the reputation of a community," Madrid said, "and we cannot put a dollar 
value on the life of an officer." 
Councilwoman Ruth Sterling then moved that the city buy what Madrid suggested, but LaSuer proposed 
buying both the audio and video equipment. 
"If a picture is worth a thousand words," LaSuer said, "then why don't we buy the pictures that are 
available to us? We're talking a mere few thousand dollars difference. If we're going to do something, let's 
get what will portray exactly what happened." 
Sterling then revised her motion to buy all the equipment, despite a word of caution from City Manager 
Dave Wear who suggested considering purchase of a better radio system instead. 
Mitchell says that several of his 60 officers now carry private tape recorders and periodically tape contacts 
with the public. Such taping is common among police officers statewide, but in La Mesa and in most other 
departments, taping is not mandatory. 
"They don't tape every contact," Mitchell said, "but if they are involved in a contact that they feel is going 
sideways, they will tape it." 
Mitchell said there were about 25 complaints filed against La Mesa's officers last year, a period when they 
made more than 100,000 contacts with the public. Only three of the complaints were found to be valid, he 
said.  
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